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The French word charrette means "cart" and is often used to describe the final, intense work
effort expended by art and architecture students to meet a project deadline. This use of the
term is said to originate from the École des Beaux Arts in Paris during the 19th century,
where proctors circulated a cart to collect final drawings while students frantically put 
finishing touches on their work.


Today charrette is typically used to describe collaborative sessions in which a group draft
solutions to complex problems; a modern charrette is a fast-paced work session for team
brainstorming. Its value lies in its ability to bring together disparate information from multi-
ple viewpoints and a structure that requires consensual decisionmaking, this process reduces
redundancies and the probability of unanticipated results, increasing the likelihood of the
project's success. The charrette's success is based on the ability of the team to work together
toward goals determined by all participants. 


By involving all interested parties from the beginning, all participants are in a position to
both understand and support the project’s rationale. For designers a charrette can be an ideal
scenario for problem solving—quickly generating a set of potential solutions while integrating
the aptitudes and interests of a diverse group of people. It is this emphasis on multiple view-
points that presents the opportunity for true creativity and innovation often yielding extraordi-
nary results.


Introduction


More than 400 designers from


across the country were asked


to gaze into the crystal ball


and envision what and how


they would be designing a


decade from now. Three


industry issues were up for


discussion—changes in the


home and lifestyles, client


communications and present-


ations, and product sampling.


Through a series of charrettes


design professionals brain-


stormed on the potential 


challenges and possible out-


comes; this report summa-


rizes these predictions.


This material has been prepared for Grace McNamara, Inc. It is intended for personal use only. Any reproductions or use for other pur-
poses must have written permission of Grace McNamara, Inc. © 2007
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More than 400 designers from across the country were asked to gaze into the crystal ball and envi-
sion what and how they would be designing a decade from now. Take a look at the futures they
predicted and identify your next new business idea!  


The Home of the Near Future
Our industry and the economy is rapidly changing; innovative products and services are coming to
the marketplace at an increasingly fast pace. So, put your future glasses on and ask yourself: What
room in the house will change the most in the next 10 years (2017)?


Marketing in the Design Economy
You own Design Dimensions, a design business providing furniture, window coverings, wall cover-
ings, and some color consultation to your clients. You have just discovered that an unlikely com-
petitor is moving in and will be selling the same products and services. The competitor is Apple!
Noted for their loyal customer base, great design and spot-on marketing, this will adversely affect
your operation. It will be essential to develop new marketing strategies. Your efforts will include a
creative consumer marketing event designed to combat the competition. Lucky for you, the sky’s
the limit as a major corporate sponsor has underwritten your event.


What’s the event? Where is it held? What’s the message/main theme? What elements will help
combat the competition?


Next Generation Presentations
As the principal in the same firm, Design Dimensions, look into the future and ask yourself: How
will you present your designs and projects to your clients in 2017 and what role does sampling
play? What will your sampling look like in 2017? How will you access/update/store/show your sam-
ples? How will you communicate your ideas & designs to your clients and your suppliers? 


Other questions to consider: How do other industries, i.e., travel and automotive, present products
to their customers? What products might you be selling that don't exist or that you don't sell now?
How does sampling educate the customer? Have you ever thought how a designer explained the
first Silhouette or vertical blind to their customer?


The Design Intelligence Charettes
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Several of the teams tackled the challenges that will face the sandwich generation in the coming
decade. As we live longer a new set of problems arise-What is the definition of a family unit? What
do I do with my aging parents? What do I do with my adult children that are moving home? How
do I rekindle the bonds of all the generations within our “family” unit? As a designer how do I
meet the challenge with my clients?


Intergenerational Living Compound
Multi-generation living comes back into vogue, with homes designed to accommodate 3 and 4
generations of a family. With people living longer and children returning, the home will become an
intergenerational nest with the living and common spaces changing the most. Built around an
open floor plan, but with zones to define each generation’s living space, or perhaps generational
wings separated by a courtyard. Smart house technology controls the climate, lighting and environ-
ment separately for each of the zones with a built-in communication system allowing the Elders to
call for their children, grandchildren or great-grandchildren upon request! The house footprint is
smaller; so furnishings and appliances are concealed and movable. Motorized window coverings;
and renewable eco furnishings are used. Because the extended family covers all life phases, uni-
versal design concepts and techniques are employed. 


The Elder Wing is:
On one floor and ADA compatible 
A complete living space with a small kitchen, private baths, etc.
Integrated voice activated system for lights, security and entertainment. 


Playing to the baby boomer generation, the Elder Wing interiors would retain many of our current
favorites: soft upholstery, simple lines for a warm, cocoon-like feel, with vibrant, rich but not pushy
colors.


The “younger generation“ space is:
Trendy and cutting edge
The atest technology 
Eco-conscious design and materials


The Home of The Near Future #1


No matter what region of the
country the participants hailed
from, these were common
themes in this charrette:


• A refocus and commitment
to family resulting in intergen-
erational living.


• Light plays an integral role.


• Multi-tasking, multi-purpose
& multi-function are extensions
of our multiple personalities. 


• Smaller housing footprints
create more innovative solu-
tions to storage, furnishings
and organization. 


• An underlying nervousness &
concerns for the future drove
designs with protection, refuge,
safety as repeating themes.


• Windows still need to be
decorated–though windows and
building materials have moved
into the future; existing cate-
gories were used to decorate
the window.


• Eco, green and other environ-
mental concerns move to the
forefront.
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Jetson Geodesic
Another team envisioned a 2,400 -3,000 square foot geodesic dome built on 4 pillars. Advanced
technology creates the inner walls when and where they are needed, providing privacy and room
functionality on demand to creating truly customized spaces. A trough around the foundation holds
window treatments, because while the dome has no straight walls, there are windows in the dome
and they still need to be treated. These treatments would rise and adjust on demand from the
trough, disappearing completely when not required. Fixtures and furnishings are hydraulic, to com-
plement the flexibility of the “light walls”. A no cooking kitchen is a feature, where food storage
and preparation takes place separately from presentation and meals. Heat and cooling sources can
be directed with pinpoint accuracy. Green materials are used almost exclusively for both building
materials and furnishings.


Though this might seem right out of Sci Fi novel; some of these technologies exist today and are
being used in other industries. Think of the many cellphones, mp3 players and even cars that cur-
rently feature voice activation for example, or screens that stream weather and other information.
Ford Edge features voice activation GPS, music and weather for example. 


The Home of The Near Future #2


Just as certain themes were


touched on by various teams, it


was clear that certain rooms are


in for major makeovers. These


are the top five spaces cited by


most of the teams:


1. Kitchens


2. Living/Great/Family rooms


3. Home Office


4. Bath


5. Safe/Panic rooms
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Back to the Family
The kitchen of the future will take on many charecteristics, inspired by our overly hectic
schedules. We’ll realize how much we miss personal time with our families, but we’ll still
need to multi-task; so we’ll entertain, cook, bake and look to skill sets of the past for inspira-
tion. The living and kitchen area will merge into a gathering room, perhaps looking like this:


• A round, window walled room sited in the East or West corners of the house to
take advantage of the light. 


• Solar shades will control light and glare and give privacy. 


• Banquettes surround the circumference. Multitasking furniture fills the room;
ottomans becoming tables for example. 


• Teak floors, a kitchen island with sink and stove is in the center further define 
the space. A saltwater aquarium divides the room from the rest of the house. 


• This is a TV-free zone—no entertainment electronics are allowed. The room is a 
place for conversation and connecting to family and friends.


Modern Zen Kitchen
Combines natural materials and designs with the latest technology for a space that works well
and feels right.


• Counters programmed to cool or warm certain areas based on food prep usage.
Touch-screen recipes embedded into the counters or cabinets for easy access.


• Solar powered, energy efficient appliances are standard.


• The complete design is 100% current ADA standards (and more).


• Screen and monitors allow parent to check in on children and see what their 
doing in their rooms, on their computers, etc. and intervene if necessary.


• Don’t forget the built-in wine cabinets!


• Overall a zen/green/eco feeling to the space-very natural/homey and non-industrial.


The Home of The Near Future: Kitchens


A recent survey done by


Research and Markets polled


10,000 consumers and


includes data on lifestyles,


kitchen product shopping, pur-


chasing patterns, market seg-


ments and trends in consumer


preferences. Here are some of


their findings that bear out


these charrette conclusions.


While the kitchen certainly


remains the hub of the


American home, it continues to


evolve. Almost 1/3 of American


consumers now see their


kitchen as a place where many


activities take place, including


socializing, household manage-


ment, pet care, etc. 


They describe their ideal


kitchen as organized, comfort-


able, open, warm, family, light,


happy and homey—key words


to use in designing products


and marketing them.


« More »
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High-Tech Prep Room
Inspired by the separate outhouse kitchens of the past, some designers felt that the kitchen
would morph into separate zones, “hiding” the prep work and allowing you to keep the
kitchen picture perfect for guests. 


This high-tech prep room might look like this:


• A voice-activated door separates the prep kitchen from the “real” kitchen. 


• Granite countertops, long enough to contain all the necessary tools in plain sight.


• Natural, easy-to-clean flooring that is both supportive/comfortable and
resists staining, chipping, cracking, etc. 


• Little used tools would be in pop-up section of the counter.


• A large skylight plus windows would admit plenty of natural light.


• Motorized panels are voice activated to move into any position to control glare.


• Multiple sinks appropriate for specific uses: vegetables, bar prep, big pots & 
pans, glassware, etc.


• A flat screen, not only for entertainment but education, such as the recipe box, 
and how-tos etc.


• Compost and recycling areas would be seamlessly integrated in the workflow. 
Water would be recycled through reverse osmosis in order to cut-down on waste.


• The pantry in this space would be equipped with scanning software that 
automatically updates your shopping list, informs you which items you’ve 
had the shelf the longest, what you’d need to purchase for the recipie you
just reviewed on screen, etc.


The Home of The Near Future: Kitchens


Busy lifestyles prevent the vast


majority of people from prepar-


ing all of their meals at home


every day. Only a third of


Americans fix breakfast at


home every day. Yet nearly three


quarters frequently prepare din-


ner at home (5+ times a week). 


Innovative technologies are


becoming more popular but the


most advanced technologies


have a much stronger appeal


among men than women.


Most kitchen remodels or


improvements (59%) cost less


than $2,500. About a third


spend between $2,500 and


$15,000 on their kitchen


remodel (referred to as Main


Market remodelers in this


report) and one in ten spend


more than $15,000 on their


remodel (referred to as High-


End remodelers in this report). 


« More »
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In & Out Kitchen
Kitchen/Living/Family rooms combine with the outdoors to create a multipurpose room to
bring the family closer together. Designed and decorated in traditional style, the room still
takes advantage of cutting edge technology and materials.


• Finishes and materials are eco friendly and include a mix of leathers and natural
woods. Walls are made of non carcinogenetic materials, dropping down into 
pockets and screens popping up to take their place to merge the indoors and 
outdoors into one, while the floors and ceilings feature radient heat.


• Windows are of climate controlled glass that darken and lighten like Transition 
lenses. Window treatments are motorized and solar controlled. Decorated 
traditionally and with swags and cascade de rigueur in the Midwest; they’ll be 
used in the room. The 21st century take is top treatments that become shades 
and are hidden in ceiling pockets.


• Oh, the pool area comes complete with cabana boy!


Futurustic Kitchen
Because everyone eats and everyone always will, the kitchen is a place of safety, community
and gathering.


• A multi-tasking space with counters/cabinets and tables that raise and lower
depending on the necessary use.


• Self healing floors and counters. Floors would be warm in the winter and cool 
in the summer and comfortable for lengthy standing.


• Halogen-based cooking for ultra-fast, low-power usage.


• Plenty of windows, all light sensitive, with integrated window treatments that 
would be remotely operated. 


• Natural/eco-sensitive design elements are essential. 


• A container garden for growing your own produce, in cooperation with neighbors. You
grow the lettuce, someone else grows the tomatoes, etc. inspired our need for com-
munity and the WWII victory gardens.


The Home of The Near Future: Kitchens


Main Market and High-End


remodelers relate to their


kitchens somewhat differently


and have differing opinions on a


number of kitchen-remodeling


concepts. Main Market remod-


elers see their kitchens as more


functional places and more


describe their ideal kitchen as


warm and calming. High-End


remodelers are more likely to


see their kitchens as centers of


entertainment and describe


their ideal kitchen as gourmet. 


Designers or architects play a


role in about one in five kitchen


remodeling projects. As income


increases, so does the likeli-


hood of using a designer or


architect for a kitchen remodel-


ing project. 
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Remember the presentation challenge? As the principal in the same firm, Design Dimensions, look
into the future and ask yourself: How will you present your designs and projects to your clients in
2017 and what role does sampling play? What will your sampling look like in 2017? How will you
access/update/store/show your samples? How will you communicate your ideas & designs to your
clients and your suppliers? 


Other questions to consider: How do other industries, i.e., travel and automotive, present products
to their customers? What products might you be selling that don't exist or that you don't sell now?
How does sampling educate the customer? Have you ever thought how a designer explained the
first Silhouette or vertical blind to their customer?


When we posed the question, “What will your sampling look like in the year 2017?” it inspired 
five fabulous ideas. The common threads through all were using state-of-the-art technology to 
create samples; co-branding amongst the industry’s manufacturers, and curating and customizing
sample books. 


Take a look at the issues and concerns listed in the sidebar. Sound familiar?  Though these statis-
tics are from the carpet industry; they could easily be discussing fabric and window covering sam-
pling. The issues are all the same; cost, packaging, timeliness and accuracy. Now factor in cus-
tomers’ growing insistence on greater pattern variety and faster-than-ever turnarounds…it will
become more and more difficult to represent your design vision with the current state of sampling.
That’s where the following ideas come in… 


Next Generation Presentations


75% of designers cite sampling


as the most frustrating part of


the design process.


Designers evenly divided over


which is worse—the timeframe


it takes to get them or the sam-


ple books themselves. 


Manufacturers spend an aver-


age 8% of yearly revenues on


sampling.


Manufacturer's costs range


from $100 - $500 per sample.


50% of designers request up to


five samples for each project


Designers have little use for


samples that do not accurately


represent real world colors and


patterns. 


It is common practice for


designers to tear swatches out


of a sample books.


From a carpet industry survey conduct-
ed by Grant Design Collaborative in
2003/2004.
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Window Fashion Expert Deb Barrett to Speak at Society of Decorating Professionals 


Conference 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 


MEDIA CONTACT: Deb Barrett     Deb@debbarrett.com            630-557-2357 


Kaneville, IL- So you want to get into the window coverings niche?  Good choice! Window 


coverings are considered one of the profit centers of a design business and with today’s economy 


designers need to exhaust every niche that can make money. Deb Barrett, industry expert and 


founder of Window Dressings will fast track designers into the window fashion niche when she 


presents Everything You Wanted to Know about Window Fashions; but were Afraid to Ask at the 


Society of Decorating Professionals Conference on Tuesday, October 13, 2009.  Barrett will 


cover how designers can use her step by step plan for adding window treatments to their design 


business. She’ll explore how to get started, how to work with a workroom, how to recognize 


quality work, and how to explain all this to clients. From resources to business infrastructure and 


intelligence designers will be off and running. Plus, Barrett will include her signature sample 


showcase of fashion forward treatments.  


SDP’s fourth annual conference, “Celebrate Your Style” is taking place the week of October 12, 


2009 in Kansas City, MO. The four day event will give independent designers of all levels of 


experience the opportunity to expand and strengthen their businesses, design skills and networks 


and niches.  


About Deb Barrett 


Energetic, prolific and insightful, Deb Barrett has a varied background and experience that is a rare mix in 


the design industry. Deb is an award winning designer, professional speaker, consultant trend strategist 


and author. Barrett founded Window Dressings in 1989 and publishes the Design Confidential and Design 


Business RX blogs. She combines her two passions- couture window fashions and trendspotting-in 


spreading the word about the power of design. For additional background information or schedule an 


interview visit http://www.debbarrett.com.  
 


About The Society of Decorating Professionals. 


The SDP has grown from four prominent decorating professionals with a vision, to nearly 400 members 


who share a passion for decorating. The goal of the organization is to provide the consumer with the 


knowledge that The SDP decorating professional is an expert in his/her specialty. The SDP has 15 


Certified Trainers whose experience and knowledge in their respective decorating fields assures both the 


potential student and client that they will receive the highest degree of education or service. 


Contact Marleen Prater at 734-502-2752 or marleen@thesdp.com  for more information. 



mailto:Deb@debbarrett.com

http://www.debbarrett.com/

mailto:marleen@thesdp.com






                                                
     
 


 
 


Because I know you are always on the lookout for inventive refreshing programs about design and trend 
information and ideas, I’d like to share with your chapter the latest in the world of design, trends and 
competitive strategies. Whether it’s talking windows or discussing the business of design, my presentations 
are always current and applicable along with being CEU accredited.  
 
If you don’t already know me, I am Deb Barrett, a design industry leader. I am a working Chicago area 
designer, as well as an author and speaker that presents the latest in windows, design and trends to 
professionals across the country. My special talent is finding creative solutions to difficult design challenges. 
I am an articulate decorating and trend expert who would enjoy speaking to your group.  
 
If you are looking for a more customized presentation- I can certainly do that. As a seasoned professional, I 
have spoken to variety of associations, conventions, and design trade events such as the International 
Window Coverings EXPO, ASID, WCAA, Budget Blinds and IFDA. I love to speak to other design 
professionals and share my passion for any one of a variety of topics.  
 
For more information, please contact me at deb@debbarrett.com; call me at 630-557-2357 or visit my 
website debbarrett.com.  
I look forward to hearing from you.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 


Deb 


Deb Barrett 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



mailto:deb@debbarrett.com
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About Deb 
 
Owner of Window Dressings since 1989, Barrett is an award-winning 
designer, professional speaker and author. As a designer, she has built a 
reputation for cutting edge couture treatments. As an energetic and 
prolific professional, Deb has shared her talents through speaking, 
media tours and her writing. Her work frequently appears in the media 
including Windows and Walls, Decorating Ideas and Inspired House. 
  Nationally known, she speaks and reports across the country on a 
variety of design and trend topics. Much sought after as a speaker at 
national conferences, design events and association venues, Deb’s 
highly interactive programs reflect her two passions- design and 
trendspotting. Deb can create a custom program that is filled with a 
wealth of knowledge presented in her friendly, approachable style. If 
your audience wants to master the art of window coverings, Deb’s 
enthusiasm and warmth will inspire them. 
  Deb’s column, It’s All in the Details appears in Window Fashions 
magazine, and she is the author of Tools of the Trade , It’s All in the 
Details and Soft Furnishings Sketchbook. She is an IACET CEU 
certified speaker; has achieved expert status in the Window Fashions 
Certification Program Deb currently is a trend specialist reporting and 
forecasting trends from the world’s design markets. 


 


 
All seminars and workshops are CEU accredited/Partial list                          
      


 The Four New Rules of Consumer Behavior 


 Master Class: Lessons from the Design Giants 


 Couture Window Tricks 


 It’s a Material World 


 Trendspotter’s Users Guide 


 Window Fashion Inspiration 


  
 
 
 
 
   


Partial Client List 


 
  Springs Window Fashions 
  Drapery Connection 
  World Floor Coverings Association 
  WCAA 
  Threads Magazine 
  Greater Detroit Workroom Association 
  International Window Coverings EXPO 
  INTERIORS: design intelligence 
  Minneapolis Home and Garden/IIDA 
  ASID- Illinois Chapter 
  Grace McNamara, Inc. 
  IADA 
 
   


Rave Reviews 
  “Deb Barrett’s enthusiasm is contagious.” 
 
  “An incredible amount of information was 
  shared in such a warm and inclusive way! I 
  felt more like a part of a large family  
  gathering. Keeping it personal, yet  
  professional and on track is a wonderful  
  quality.” 
 
  “You’ve done a phenomenal job.   
              Everyone in the business should have  
               these books.” 
 
  “The how-tos and visual samples in
  Deb Barrett’s classes were great.” 
 


Seminars and Workshops 
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Partial List of Topic Descriptions 
Visit www.debbarrett.com for a complete listing 


 
Couture Treatment Tricks 
Turn your custom window fashions into couture treatments. This seminar is a designer’s guide to design and 
construction techniques for window coverings. Learn about such dressmaker details as stitch in the ditch, hand 
picking, embroidery, string welt and more. See actual samples right off the runway that will take your work to the 
next level. Discuss how to specify these details to get that final fabulous look. Details DO make the difference! 


CEU Accredited  
 
World Tour : The Hottest Designs from the World’s Top Markets  
See the latest new product introductions, color and material trends from some of the world’s leading design 
shows through both photos and actual sampling. This whirlwind tour brings the latest design themes to you, 
outlining how certain products and style references develop from one show to the next. Get your hit of 
international inspiration with reviews of Cologne, Paris, Milan, Frankfurt and London, as well as some of the top 
US markets, all without having to walk endless miles of aisles.  
  CEU Accredited 
 
Profit and Peril in the Design Economy  
In a world where everything thinks they’re a designer, what is the role of the design professional? Seismic 
changes in resourcing, technology and communication have permanently altered the design industry; future 
success hinges on your ability to understand these changes and adjust your business accordingly. The good news? 
These changes reward the skills and abilities that drew you to design in the first place! Discover how increase 
your profit margins, generate new projects and build repeat business by focusing on what you do best! CEU 
Accredited 


 
It's a Material World  
Designers are always on the lookout for what’s new- we have a soft spot for innovation- but it can be hard to 
navigate thru the material maze. So we’ve taken a critical eye to the myriad of new developments coming to the 
marketplace that will shape the way we design in the coming years. Our curated survey supplies a wide angle view 
of the fascinating future and then zooms in to focus on distinctive materials and products that work for interiors 
through actual samples and imagery.  Plus, you’ll get all the info to track down every item featured.  


  CEU Accredited 
 
 



http://www.debbarrett.com/
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TESTIMONIALS 
 
Thank you, Deb. We received many nice comments about your presentation. We'll be in touch. I can really learn from you! 
 
Best regards, 
 
John G. 
 
John A. Graber  
President 
Wisconsin Drapery Supply, Inc. 
262-523-2600 
 


Hi Deb, Thank you for a great day of presentations!  I believe everyone who attended left with a lot of 


thoughts, and ideas to improve their businesses.  We have had a few requests for the copy of your 


contracts that you mentioned in your Best Practices seminar. 


All the best, 
Debbie Campbell, ASID, WCAA, WFCP 


 


Deb, 
  
Thank you so much for packing up all your things and traveling all the way down here to help us pull off this 
event.  It was the biggest, best, and most profitable thing that our chapter has ever done, and we are so glad 
that you made it possible.  Everyone remarked about what an educational and fun show it was. 
 Regards from one of your biggest fans, 
Sincerely, 
Rhonda 
 
 
 
 








 


FACT SHEET 


Deb Barrett has been actively working in the design and window coverings industry since 1975. She has 


a varied background and experience that is a rare mix in the industry. Deb is an award winning designer, 


professional speaker, consultant trend strategist and author.  


Deb Barrett, principal 


P.O. Box 169 


46W681 Elm 


Kaneville, IL 60144 


www.debbarrett.com 


 


Deb’s brands include: 


Deb Barrett, Design Confidential blog, Window Dressings, Inc., WD Couture, WD Prét and WD Privé  


 As an entrepreneur and Principal in her design firm, Window Dressings, she is most well known and has 
built a reputation for cutting edge couture treatments. A five-time winner of the Window Fashions 
Design Competition, she is a nationally known window fashions designer whose specialty is finding 
creative solutions to challenging design. Deb’s  work has caught the attention of Better Homes and 
Gardens Windows and Walls, Decorating Ideas, Threads and Inspired House among others. 


 


 As an energetic and prolific professional, her career path has taken her  in several directions- writing, 
blogging, media tours, webinars and speaking. As an author, Barrett’s  books Tools of the Trade and 
Soft Furnishings Sketchbook are in their second editions. Her  regular column, Trendspotting appears 
in VISION magazine.  Deb’s new book, It’s All in the Details   launches in late 2008. Her blog, Design 
Confidential is an online portal to all things design and trend related. 


 


 Deb speaks and reports across the country on a variety of design and trend topics. Her  highly interactive 
programs reflect her  two passions- couture window coverings and trendspotting. 


 


 As a trend strategist, Barrett travels the world to develop design intelligence and interior forecasts. She 
regularly works with industry partners, consumers and professionals to impart trend insights through 
presentations, expert quotes, white papers and products.  


 
Media Contact  


Deb Barrett 


630-557-2357 


deb@debbarrett.com  


www.debbarrett.com 


www.design-confidential.com 


www.windowdressingsinc.com  


www.designbizrx.com  



http://www.debbarrett.com/

mailto:deb@debbarrett.com

http://www.debbarrett.com/

http://www.design-confidential.com/

http://www.windowdressingsinc.com/

http://www.designbizrx.com/






69WINDOW FASHIONS
DESIGN AND EDUCATION MAGAZINE


eimtextil kicked off the 2008 round of 
European design trade shows on January 9 to 
steady crowds and strong optimism by both 
visitors and exhibitors. Especially notable was 
the enthusiasm and commitments made by 


Eastern European and Russian buyers showing where the 
money centers are in home textiles these days. Two other 
main trends surfaced at the show: the worldwide increase 
in demand for branded and licensed articles, particularly 
in the luxury market. This creates an opportunity for these 
manufacturers to sell their wares to the booming Chinese 
market. Secondly, in many export-oriented nations, such 
as India, the weak US dollar is causing a fall in revenues 
and this has had a negative impact in attendance and 
buying. 


As for the US, the good news is we spotted American 
window-covering fabricators and manufacturers that had 
either returned after a long absence or were visiting the 
fair for the fi rst time. However, noticeably absent were 
major fabric jobbers (both exhibiting and attending) 
from the US, perhaps to instead journey to Paris’ Editeurs 
showcase at Maison et Objet later in January or possibly, a 
refl ection of the weak US economy.


The granddaddy of textile fairs has not set on its laurels, 
but this year has instead revamped some of its concepts 
to better align itself with the changing business models 
of its vendors and attendees. “Style is more than an 
attitude”—the motto of this year’s Heimtextil—refl ects 


a major conceptual modifi cation to the fair. Under the 
umbrella term “More”, Heimtextil presented products 
offered by premium suppliers of home textiles in a 
more differentiated and targeted way than ever before. 
Understanding that interior decorators rank among the 
most important Heimtextil target groups, three of the new 
initiatives were aimed specifi cally at them. 


    Concept Square: showcase: shop concepts and space-    
    management systems by bedding exhibitors.


    Crystal Waves: a luxury bath scenario in cooperation      
    with Swarovski, Kludi, Bisazza, and Hoesch. 


    Competence Square: the result of a poll showing that   
    designers wanted more information about contract    
    products and services.


One of the highlights of Heimtextil is the presentation 
of the trend forecast for the coming 18 months. For 
the 2008/2009 trends, Heimtextil organized for 
the fi rst time a Trend Table with fi ve internationally 
acclaimed design studios: stijlinstituut amsterdam 
(The Netherlands), Carlin International (France), bora.
herke (Germany), Concept Magenta (Switzerland), and 
Alvisi e Alvisi (Italy). The designers have summarized 
the four main trend currents under the motto, “It’s time 
to be...” The trend theme captured the essence of the 
compatibility in opposites: tech vs. eco; minimalism vs. 
luxury; intelligence vs. intuition. 


AT HEIMTEXTIL


H


&TRENDS


DEB BARRETT


teXtiles


OFF the Wall
European manufacturers have always been ahead of the curve when it comes to wallcoverings. This year, they 
ventured out of the box to use wallpaper in different ways other than on the wall or by incorporating edgy materials 
into collections. WallTech, featured here, indicated these paper fabrics are not only sold for panel trackers, screen 
dividers, and roller shades, but wallcoverings too.
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Original
Handmade but cultivated: natural materials were 
given unaccustomed roles—felted, crushed, or 
embossed surfaces, some with wild and rough 
textures in nature’s colors. 


VisiOnary
The pursuit of the futuristic and ultra modern 
presented unusual materials in frosted pastels, 
accentuated by glossy coatings, metallics, and 
mottled surfaces.


TEXTILES AND TRENDS 


AT HEIMTEXTIL
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Magical
This trend moves to lacquer, 
glitter, vinyl, and crystal—all 
that shimmers and shines. It 
calls for mysterious shades 
of violet and the mix of satin 
and cashmere.


Vibrant
Showcases high-tech images: 
neon  lights, larger-than-life 
motifs in digital prints and 
graphics, plastic finishes, 
and pop colors against a 
background of white and 
neutrals.


Pages 72 and 73 offer a 
glimpse at the offerings 
throughout Heimtextil’s show 
floor; find more highlights at 
www.window-fashions.com.
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TEXTILES AND TRENDS 


AT HEIMTEXTIL


cOlOr
What can I say? Hands down, black-and-white 
was the most popular color scheme. 


triM and tiebacks
My mantra, “more is better”, was alive and well in the 
trim stands at Heimtextil. Crystal encrusted tassels, 
metallic leather gimps and braids, oversized tassels, 
and even eco-friendly collections were important. But 
the stand-out product was obviously tiebacks. Is this 
an indication we are tiring of the straight stationary 
panel on a rod? We saw fashion accessory–inspired 
looks, chains, silk floral cascades, plaited ribbons, 
airy wired looks, and mixed media tiebacks using 
unusual materials and industrial magnets, making 
application and customized treatments quick and 
easy. Ambiente design shot supplied by Heimtextil.
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sOphisticated structures
[right] One of the biggest highlights at 
the fair was the amount of innovative 
and exciting textiles. Close examination 
of these textiles reveals surface design 
becoming more technical. Nets and mesh 
base cloths, waxy and chalky coatings, 
and chintz finishes were shown more 
often than not. The fabric from Dilhan is 
a ribbon that has been joined together to 
create yardage.


trying tO get Verticals back 
On track
[left] Several manufacturers introduced 
the XXL vertical vane in an attempt 
to fill a niche between traditional 
vertical vanes and panel track blinds. 
Here Blome took it a step further by 
adding stained horizontal slats to their 
XXL PVC vellum vanes. Blome’s XXL 
Vertical Vanes are shown here. WF








As the premier Market for world premieres, High Point offers you an exceptional opportunity to create a fresh and compelling  
merchandising mix that is perfectly tailored to your customers’ lifestyles. Launching literally tens of thousands of new products, our  
extensive range of exhibitors present a world of exciting possibilities that embraces every category, style and price point. In preparation  
for the Fall 2007 High Point Market on October 1 – 7, we thought you might benefit from a look at both the coming trends and a  
process for deciding which of the latest products will have the most profitable impact in your store. 


In this Fall 2007 Trend Report, we asked some of the world’s top trend-trackers to tell us what they’re seeing as they look into the future  
of home fashions. And, we consulted with some key decision makers who are experienced in turning trend forecasts into retail profits.  
We hope you find their professional insights and advice useful and inspiring as you make your plans to attend the home furnishings  
industry’s event of the season – and we look forward to seeing you on October 1!


Best Regards,


Brian D. Casey


FALL 2007 
TRENDS FORECAST







The Coming Trends for 2008
It’s easy to assume, when looking at a forecast, that we are seeing 
a prediction of what the future must or should be. A forecast,  
however, is not a prediction, but more a map of possible outcomes  
that decision makers can use to reach their desired destinations. 


An excellent article in the July–August issue of Harvard Business  
Review–Six Rules for Effective Forecasting, by futurist Paul Saffo– 
begins with this observation: “Prediction is only possible in a world in 
which events are preordained and no amount of action in the present 
can influence future outcomes. That world is the stuff of myth and  
superstition. The one we inhabit is quite different–little is certain,  
nothing is preordained, and what we do in the present affects how 
events unfold, often in significant, unexpected ways.”


The article goes on to define the roles played by two important  
parties as we peer into the future. The forecaster looks “at how 
hidden currents in the present signal possible changes in direction 
for companies, societies, or the world at large. Thus, the primary 
goal of forecasting is to identify the full range of possibilities, not a  
limited set of illusory certainties.” By performing this task, the forecast  
“broadens your understanding by revealing overlooked possibilities 
and exposing unexamined assumptions…. At the same time, it  
narrows the decision space within which you must exercise your  
intuition.” The other important role is played by you, the decision 
maker, who must use your judgment to critique the forecast and  
apply it to your specific situation.


This forecast will tell you what expert trend trackers are seeing as 
possible in home furnishings over the coming season, across a wide-
ranging landscape that encompasses demographic shifts, lifestyle 
choices, and current preferences for colors, styles and functions.  
We’ll also show you how some decision makers are using that  
information to shape the products they sell and the environments  
in which they sell them. You, however, possess a key piece of  
knowledge that is not available to our experts and your fellow  
decision makers. You know your customers. Fitting your knowledge 
to theirs, you can transform the tens of thousands of new products 
you’ll encounter at the Fall 2007 High Point Market from an array of 
unpredictable possibilities into an assortment of opportunities. 


Let’s begin our look at the future with a few basic rules from our  
trend-tracking experts. According to Leatrice Eiseman, color trend 
forecaster for the Pantone Color Institute and perhaps the world’s 
leading authority on color, “The days when everyone embraced 
this year’s ‘hot’ color palette are gone. The last time that happened 
was in the late 1980s, when every homeowner seemed to be doing  
something with teal, mauve and grey. It just doesn’t work that  
way anymore.”


Robyn Waters, a leading trend-tracker and author of two of the best 
recent books on turning possibilities into profits–The Trendmaster’s 
Guide: Getting a Jump on What Your Customer Wants Next and The 
Hummer and the Mini: Navigating the Contradictions of the New Trend 
Landscape–advises that the trend away from everyone embracing 
some single must-have item for this season goes far beyond color 
choices. It encompasses everything. “My clients are always asking 


me to tell them what the ‘next big thing’ will be,” says Waters. “The 
truth is, the next big thing is that there isn’t going to be a next big 
thing. People are making much more individual choices now, based 
on what is important to them as individuals. So, you have to look at 
trends from the inside out, to focus on what’s important instead of 
what’s next.”


The other thing to keep in mind is that a single individual is not  
always consistent in his or her choices. Each of us sometimes  
appears to be a mass of contradictions. As Waters reminds us, two 
radically different automobile designs–the Hummer and the Mini– 
have both found a place in today’s market and sometimes, that place 
is parked side-by-side in the same driveway. Considering furniture 


choices, we may find that a single customer wants her bedroom to  
reflect the opulent luxury of Marie Antoinette’s lodgings in the  
palace at Versailles, but prefers her home office to be a model of  
form-follows-function modernist austerity. 


For the trend-savvy retailer, these contradictions are not a source  
of confusion, but the foundation of a profitable relationship. While 
each individual customer may have many conflicting ideas about 
decorating, he or she also wants to talk about those ideas, wants 
the furniture shopping experience to be a journey of discovery, and 
wants your professional advice on what will or won’t work for his or 
her particular tastes and lifestyle. This is the key insight that emerges 
from the paradox that the next big thing is that there will be no next 
big thing. When you’re talking to a customer on your selling floor,  
you are face-to-face with the next big thing–the individual who seeks 
self-expression in everything they buy.


It is also true that common experiences and desires lie behind individual 
choices. By understanding these inputs into our customers’ decisions, 
we can put a few frames around their palette of possibilities and  
reach better conclusions about which trends to feature in our stores.
 
When considering home furnishings trends, Deb Barrett and Susan 
Schultz, trend strategists for Grace McNamara, Inc., and editors of the 
home furnishings trends website, www.interiorsdesignintelligence.com 
look closely at the spaces in which furniture will be used. “Currently,” 
Barrett says, “we are seeing significant shifts in the size, floor plans 
and design of new homes. Among other factors, many consumers are  
deciding that quality of space is as important as quantity. When the 


square footage and volume of the spaces we live in becomes smaller, 
so do the furnishings. Smaller scaled and multitasking furniture that  
incorporates several functions is becoming very desirable. For  
example, sectionals and sofas now recline, adjust, store and perform 
a number of other functions, in a multitude of configurations.


“We’re also lavishing attention on practical spaces throughout the 
home, making every inch count. We may use nooks and alcoves to 
create intimate pocket spaces, put transition spaces to work with 
built-ins, invest in main-level laundry rooms with islands and turn 
little-used rooms into craft or hobby areas. These specialty spaces 
require specialty and niche products, creating opportunities in small, 
overlooked markets. 


Sherwin Williams Colormix 2008 Palette: Fork In The Road
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“Open floor plans are giving way to innovative semi-open  
arrangements as consumers are seeking a much clearer definition  
of individual spaces,” Barrett continues. “Although columns are  
still a popular way to subdivide, a newer trend is to use partial  
walls that physically separate the space, but allow for good traffic  
flow and visual connections. If we’re adding walls, wall décor  
and wallcoverings become important, as we seem to have this  
insatiable desire to fill space and collect things. The term  
‘Curated Home’ really describes this phenomenon well. Here you’ll 
find a selection of items that others might view as rare, exotic or 
just bizarre, but have special meaning to the individual homeowner. 
It’s a case of emotion and perspective combining to transform one  
person’s oddities into another’s prized possessions.”


Schultz adds that “while upscale homeowners still want and  
demand a well-appointed living room, in moderately priced homes 
it has evolved into a study or getaway space off the foyer. About a 
third of potential home buyers say they are willing to buy a home with 
no living room. Thus, the typical arrangement of a sofa, two chairs 
and a coffee table is giving way to more comfortable furnishings with  
different room arrangements. The emphasis is more on a personal 
space than on one for entertaining. We’re also seeing a ‘furniture  
as art’ movement taking shape, with luxury consumers purchasing  
individual pieces as they might buy a painting or sculpture,  
transforming the living room into a gallery.”


These changes to the living room are not, however, being carried 
throughout the home. “With a return to formal dining (an outgrowth of 
an increasing need for ritual and ceremony, plus our obsession with 
food as a lifestyle), added to the popularity of just sitting down to 
dinner with the family, formal dining rooms remain on the ‘must have’ 
list for both entry-level and upscale buyers, and dining case goods 
remain a strong category,” concludes Schultz.


Beyond the primary residence, Barrett also notes the increasing  
importance of the second home. “Last year, about 460,000 people 
bought  second homes, which most say they purchased as a true 
vacation home, rather than as a place to retire someday. One hot new 
trend in this market is the vacation cottage–a tiny, high-density home 
in a high-priced resort area. Again, the focus is on quality of space 
more than on quantity.” 


As she scans the cultural landscape in preparing her color forecast 
for 2009, Leatrice Eiseman finds consumers following a few fairly 
well-defined paths on their journeys to self-expression. “People are 
looking to blend the old with the new,” she relates. “They may have 
some furnishings that they really like, but don’t want those pieces  
to determine the style and look of the entire room. They want to  
interject some newness into the mix, so eclectic is still a strong  
continuing influence.


“Our style surveys show that even though contemporary is  
generating more interest, casual is still at the top of the list.  
However, in the number two position, we find traditional and modern 
running neck-and-neck. There is also a very strong ethnic sub- 
category. These are not the rustic styles that we often associate with 
the word ‘ethnic.’ They are very chic, high-style and sophisticated.


“In color, each year’s palette is evolving out of the last, rather  
than presenting a radical departure. Unique combinations of  
colors remain popular. The younger demographic especially is  
experimenting with different color combinations–fewer values, 
but more interesting blends and pairings. For example, you’ll see  
mid-tones and darks that are mysterious and restrained, but  
exciting, such as a wine grape paired with a brown, or amber with 
sand, grape, wine and blue; and grey is playing an important role in 
all of the combinations.


“We’re also seeing a sense of humor reflected in style and color 
choices, says Eiseman. “Vibrant accessories are being used to bring 
an air of whimsy to the room.”


Carol Gregg, owner and chief designer at Red Egg, a furniture  
manufacturer that serves the mid- to high-end consumer, delights  
in bringing this lighthearted touch to people’s lives. “I love to  
 


make people smile,” says Gregg. “Color makes us feel good and  
unexpected color is something that gets us inspired and excited.


“In my Shanghai Loft collection, for example, I blend new, vibrant 
colors with classical Chinese forms that date all the way back 
to the Ming Dynasty, creating playful, fashionable pieces that  
customers can use to make their rooms their own. As I see it,  
we’re selling inspiration and helping people to see more creatively, 
and we have to take some risks to do that. So many consumers are 
bored and looking for something exciting. I want my pieces to make a 
statement that not only brings customers into the store, but rewards 
them with something fun to take home.


“Of course,” Gregg continues, “you also have to consider how  
the piece will be used. While the forms in Shanghai Loft are  
centuries old, the proportions and functionality have been updated  
towork in the modern Western market. The wing buffet can certainly 
be used as a serving piece in a dining room setting, but I  
also designed it with features that allow it to work as an  
entertainment center. The dimensions of the top complement a  
flat-screen TV very well, while the door proportions, interior shelving 
and drawers are fitted to make it ideal for housing a DVD player and 
other home entertainment technology, plus providing space for all 
of the associated media. I even created a smaller version that fits  


Red Egg: Indochine
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Dramatic and fantastical, with mysterious


forms and treatments that hint at dark secrets,


Alchemy is a deeply emotional trend. Look


back to other worlds and other times, when


rituals and ceremonies helped explain a world


filled with wonders. Science and skepticism


fade away as ancient beliefs reveal age-old


truths. Transformation, adaptation, recreation—


the processes of the natural world continue to


awe us. In today’s reality-focused society,


acknowledging the unknown provides a new


framework for inspiration.


Cabinet of Curiosities
Inspired by the “Wunderkammer”
(literally “wonder room”, or cabinet
of curiosities) of the Renaissance,
when the wealthy and well-connect-
ed established collections of arti-
facts, specimens, and unusual
objects, today’s wonder-rooms bring
nature, history, and art into our lives
in a highly personal manner. The
items we choose to surround our-
selves with—intimate and precious,
rare and luxurious—are talismans in a
callous, discomforting world.
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Über-premium, Self-Determined
Sybaritism, Personal Iconology,
Chic-Kitsch, Futurustic, and
Connect.


Chymestry
The eternal search for the fountain
of youth grows in importance as
our society ages. There is a blurring
of boundaries—between genera-
tions, between our relationship to
space and time, between the
mechanical and the physical—and
so we turn to science and pseudo-
sciences with both hopes and fears
for the near future. From technolo-
gy that allows us to build and
explore without limits to bio-engi-
neering at the sub-molecular level,
we are in the midst of a micro-
/mega- paradox.
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Multiple Personalities, Futurustic,
Hide-Tech, Connect, Almost Heaven,
Personal Iconology and Self-
Determined Sybaritism.


Renegade Craft
A new generation of creative arti-
sans see little distinction between
art, design, and craft, transforming
old-fashioned, dated, or dying
processes into hip, edgy work.
Ordinary materials, objets trouvés,
vintage items, industrial pieces—all
are repurposed for new use, bring-
ing fragments of history into our
daily lives. Mythical, symbolic, and
emotional, these are heirlooms sal-
vaged from the past, providing us
with touchstones for the future. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Chic-Kitsch, Personal Iconology,
Soft Modernism, Multiple
Personalities, Futurustic, Hide-Tech,
Namaste, Connect, and Über-
Premium.


Within Alchemy, there are three inter-related themes:


interiorsdesignintelligence.com


Above: Lladró angle-wing wall sconce from Reclylos collection 1.
Cover photo: ambiance salon scËnes d'interieur exterieur-interieur photo by Fillioux &
Fillioux.







Renegade Craft: A fresh take on traditional craft processes; transforming the stuffy, the staid, and the ordinary
into contemporary works of design.


Cabinet of Curiosities: Wonder, discovery, and magic; the appeal of fascinating oddities; an attempt to 
understand the world and our place in it through collecting and organization.


Chymestry: Pseudo-sciences; the eternal search of a fountain of youth; the blurring of boundaries between 
generations; the hopes and fears of bio-engineering and molecular transformations.
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Cabinet of Curiosities
Taxidermy • Curated collections • Specimen illus-
trations • Animal narratives • Charred and fire-
branded effects • Typographical ornamentation •
Dusty and aged surfaces • Backlighting • Shadow
effects • Subtle iridescence • Smoked mirrors and
glass • Slate and weathered zinc • Antique and
industrial metalwork


Alchemy Elements 


Chymestry
Laboratory inspiration and motifs • Marbled/geo-
logical layered effects • Chemical modeling • Fiber
optics • Faceted shapes • X-ray effects


Renegade Craft
Calligraphy and filigree work • Beading • Fringing
• Mosaic work • Chaotic layering • Skulls and
Skeletons • Feathers and shells


interiorsdesignintelligence.com


Photo credits. Cabinet of Curiosities: photo by Susan Schultz; Chymestry: Matt
Sindall plastic interlocking rug; Renegade Craft: photo by Susan Schultz.


Alchemy Materials


Cabinet of Curiosities
Natural leathers and suedes • Exotic-skin looks embossed on
faux leather, ostrich, and crocodile • Chain mail/woven metals •
Surreal motifs juxtaposed against classical motifs • Stripes,
checks, diagonals, and geometrics in new color schemes, var-
ied scale • Yarns twisted with metallics • Linen weaves with
subtle metallic coatings


Chymestry
Honeycomb structures • Leathers and hides overstitched, dyed,
laser cut, painted, manipulated • Foam-backed fabrics and rub-
ber-touch surfaces • Resins and acrylics • Coated finishes: lami-
nated, lacquered, patent, etc. • Functional fabrics—blackout,
FR, non-wrinkle, etc.—now with true fashion details • Advanced
technology textiles—microbacterial, air-purifying, health-moni-
toring, etc. • Surface texture through blister looks, flocking, and
foam reliefs • Classic motifs reformed/deformed to make mod-
ern abstracts • Positive/negative motifs and structures


Renegade Craft
Common materials elevated: denims, muslims, cotton lawns,
Tyvek®, paper, etc. • Vintage lace and trims • Ribbon weaves •
Appliqué and decoupage • Felted and flocked surfaces • Flora
and leafy patterns • Patchwork effects • Visible stitching and
exposed seams


Photo credits. Cabinet of Curiosities: Embellished Linen Weave from Luciano Marcato;
Chymestry: Rocco from Kinnesand; Renegade Craft: photo by Susan Schultz.


 







Mysterium A deep, heady almost blue/almost 
violet/almost black.


Complex and unusual, the colors of Alchemy are evasive, shifting their tonality depend-


ing how they are combined. The deeper colors have curious undertones while the


brights add an unexpected freshness. Mix in any of the colors from the metallic palette


to intensify the drama.


Alchemy Color Palette


Aliksir Moody and mysterious, it works wonderfully
as a tint or a shade.


Aqua Regina A blue/green that seems to shift its
hue depending on its surroundings.


Fool’s Gold This near-metallic can be used as 
a neutral.


Vitriol A slightly sulphurous yellow that adds bite
and intrigue to the palette.


Massicot A universal saffron-tinged orange.


Colcothar Intense on its own, it works amazingly
with this and other palettes.


This material has been prepared by Grace McNamara Inc. It may be used for personal use ONLY. 
Any reproduction or use for other purposes must have written permission of Grace McNamara Inc.
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In the past luxury was primarily defined by price


and rarity—it was a non-essential indulgence,


available to a privileged few. Today’s luxury has


been completely redefined. Higher incomes and


increasing levels of taste, quality, and design


education have made luxury products available


and appealing to a much wider audience. But


this accessibility leads the more experienced


and knowledgeable consumer to a luxury that is


less branded and more personal. Exceptional


product features are considered standard; now


the points of differentiation are emotion and


authenticity, sensation and presentation. Luxury


is no longer so much about what we buy, but


what we experience.


Vie-Luxe
Fueled by a growing consumer
demand for trading up, previously
tightly guarded, upper-end brands
and products are now widely 
available, even if only on a time-
share or limited basis. As such, 
traditional indicators of luxury are
readily incorporated into almost all
price points, and the market is 
driven by the consumer’s sense of
entitlement. This is the circumstan-
tial consumption stage of luxury. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Multiple Personalities, Hide-Tech,
Almost Heaven, Connect, Bring on
the Bling, and Self-Determined
Sybaritism.


Marie Antoinette Moment
The mainstreaming of luxury pres-
ents an opportunity for a more 
individualistic approach—it becomes
less about the product and more
about the pleasure. In one direction,
luxury details and styling are pushed
to the limits of good taste—nothing
is too extravagant, frivolous, or
hedonistic. Luxury is personal, 
customized, and fetishized. This is
the considered consumption stage
of the market, where consumers
search out hidden brands and 
services that offer a more individual
luxury experience. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Über-Premium, Personal Iconology,
Multiple Personalities, Hide-Tech,
Almost Heaven, Connect, Bring on
the Bling, and Self-Determined
Sybaritism.


Extreme Connoisseurs
Products and services are just the
accoutrements for emotionally
rewarding experiences. The audience
here wants to invest in their interests
rather than merely make a purchase.
Consumers become specialists, 
well-versed in their chosen areas of
expertise, and with deep pockets to
fund their continued research and
personal growth. Connoisseur 
consumption is enlightened luxury
with the weight of emotional 
substance and meaning for the 
purchaser and is the critical direction
for the luxury market. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Über-Premium, Namaste, Self-
Determined Sybaritism, Multiple
Personalities, Personal Iconology,
Hide-Tech, Almost Heaven, and
Connect. 


The three themes of Edenism capture three different stages of the luxury market:
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A new approach to luxury based on sublime, individualized experiences—indulgent, emotional, and enveloping.
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Edenism Elements


Vie-Luxe
Mother-of-pearl • Chunky and colored crystal • Jet •
Button-tufting • Shine and luster replaces sparkle
and glitter


Marie Antoinette Moment
Delicate crystals • Mix of matte and high luster on
the same grounds • Vintage glass and aged mirrors
• Classic porcelain detailing • Romantic imagery—
still-lifes, parks, florals • Layered translucency at the
window • Seductive surface ornamentation


Extreme Connoisseurs
Horn and shell detailing • Rare, unique, or unusual
surface treatments • Refined eclecticism • Baroque
accents • Technical inspiration • Indigenous 
artifacts • Artists’ originals • Mosaic work


interiorsdesignintelligence.com


Photo credits. Vie-Luxe: Merry Crystal colored crystal chandelier; Marie Antoinette
Moment: photo by Susan Schultz; Extreme Connoisseurs: Taewan Kim Virtual Chandelier.


Edenism Materials


Vie-Luxe
Embossed velvets • Finely woven, lustrous chenille •
High-gloss leather • Flocked papers and fabrics in
metallics and saturated colors • Colorful fur


Extreme Connoisseurs
Washed fabric finishes • Saddle-finished leathers •
Hammered, aged, and woven metallics • Double cloths
and weaves with exotic patterns


Marie Antoinette Moment
Damasks and brocades • Bobbin lace • Pale furs • Natural
leathers and suedes • Cotton eyelet • Fine-combed cotton
jacquards and prints • Silk shantung replaces dupioni •
Ethereal but not transparent sheers • Colored feathers and
plumes • Trims and passementerie • Embroidery, crushed,
plisses, pin tucks, appliquéd, re-embroideries, flocking •
Overlay techniques • Botanical inspiration • Curlicues and
rococo curves • Feminine-furnishing silhouettes


Photo credits. Vie-Luxe: Cole and Son raijpur flock wallpaper; Marie Antoinette
Moment: Spina pink fur tassels; Extreme Connoisseurs: Pachamana brown leather
stitched and beaded rug.


 







Powdery, feminine tints are balanced by deeper, more saturated hues, all accented with


silver, gold, and other shimmering metallics for a palette that can read soft and feminine


or rich and dramatic.


Edenism Color Palette


This material has been prepared by Grace McNamara Inc. It may be used for personal use ONLY. 
Any reproduction or use for other purposes must have written permission of Grace McNamara Inc.


Allure A deeply sensual red. Pleasure Fun, playful, and indulgent.


Coquette A seductive little satin slip of a color. Indulgence The barest whisper of pink, this works
wonderfully as a neutral.


Ethereal Soft yet refreshing, this classic light blue


lifts any color scheme.


Captivate This almost Mediterranean blue is 
definitely an attention-getter.


Seduction A velvety, rich chocolate brown. Beguile A temperamental color, it can be either sweet
or dramatic, depending on its surroundings.
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A response to over-decoration and layers of


embellishment, SimpliCity focuses on purity of


materials and the luxury of fine craftsmanship.


This is the new direction for last year’s Soft


Modernism trend, fused with elements of 


Hide-Tech and Futurustic, to create a gentle,


welcoming take on minimalism. It is a purist’s


approach to form, texture, and finish, honoring


the marks of age, time, and use. This trend also


references the urban environment’s long 


history as an incubator of new looks, new 


fashions, and new ideas, with a synergy of


architectural neutrals enlivened by set of 


pop-influenced brights.


Loft
A progression of last year’s Soft
Modernism, Loft is a contemporary,
well-edited approach to design. 
The look is that of refined austerity;
a deliberate paring down of 
elements and features to help focus
the eye and spirit on the details
that matter. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Namaste, Futurustic, Hide-Tech,
Five-Star Living and Self-
Determined Sybaritism.


East Village
The energy, creativity, and irony of
young, modern-day scenemakers, a
street-smart mixture of tradition
and rebellion, offer a new approach
to the pop-culture aesthetic. Think
Warhol’s Factory, tinged with a
darker, goth approach. Design is
playful, but in an edgy, punk-rock
manner, with hints of burlesque-
style shock and sexuality. Re-use,
re-adapt, re-purpose, re-create—this
“make-it-work” approach to design
yields distinctly individual interiors. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Multiple Personalities, Chic Kitsch,
Personal Iconology, Soft
Modernism, Futurustic, and
Connect.


Brownstone
A lighter, fresher take on traditional
design, using a sophisticated mix of
high and low. Appealing to an 
educated consumer, knowledgeable
in the classics from all eras,
Brownstone balances a love for 
yesterday’s tradition and authenticity
with a desire for all of tomorrow’s
innovations. Treasured reminders of
family, friends, and experiences are
integrated into the home with stylish
insouciance. This is all saved from
being too sweet with the judicious
use of punchy brights. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Almost Heaven, Multiple
Personalities, Connect, Personal
Iconology, Hide-Tech, Self-
Determined Sybaritism, and Soft
Modernism. 


SimpliCity is a framework for design, encompassing a surprising array of styles:


interiorsdesignintelligence.com


Above: China Rose wallpaper from Lewis and Wood.
Cover photo: Mise en scène Pierre-Yves Rochon sur MAISON&OBJET éditeurs photo by
Fillioux & Fillioux.







Brownstone: Sophisticated yet relaxed and welcoming, Brownstone is our contemporary version of an English
country house, a mix of styles and eras that bypasses eclecticism and showcases personality.


Loft: A sensual minimalism, based around an emphasis on exceptional craftsmanship and functionality, with a
near-fetishization of materials.


East Village: Ironic yet still subversive, emphasizing street-wise looks and seemingly found-objet decor.


interiorsdesignintelligence.com







SimpliCity Elements 


Loft
Natural daylight • Distinctive glazes • Grid and mapping
influences • Faux fragility • Design as art • Considered
minimalism •  Natural wood finishes


Brownstone
Lime-washed finishes • Soft volume • References to many
eras and classic design styles • Sense of civility and man-
ners frames designs • Light painted or washed wood •
Antique linens • China and procelain • Vintage hotel Silver


East Village
Modular components • High-gloss/lacquered/auto-
enamel finishes • Prismatic lighting effects including LED
and chromotherapy • Punk-rock and goth influences •
Imaginative re-use and re-adaptations • Constructing
reality from fake • Inspiration from computer animation
and gaming • Playing with scale • Irony and anti-
establishment humor • Cut-and-paste mentality


interiorsdesignintelligence.com


Photo credits. Loft: Rob Day, Ossa side table; East Village: Lumen Strip by Evado;
Brownstone: PIRANGUA white-washed dove.


SimpliCity Materials


Loft
Pierced and/or laser cut sheers • Netting • Menswear
pattern influences • Burnished metals • Wood with
focus on grain or imperfection • Metal detailing on
wood • Exotic hides: shagreen, crocodile, python •
Concrete and stone • Cork


Brownstone
Lace and crochet looks • Flocked fabrics and wallpapers
• Overscaled damasks • Low-luster finishes • Line-work
illustrations • Traditional patterns in fresh color schemes
• Classic motifs in mid-to-large–scale repeats


East Village
Felted fabrics • Crochet and knit accents • Stamped
metallics • Reclaimed wood • Color blocking • Layered
looks • Cheeky exoticism • Child-like looks and loosely
drawn sketches • Tattoo and graffiti graphics


Photo credits. Loft: CloverLeaf by Domestic Elements; East Village: Ambiance
Célebration Exposition Funk Shui Par Agence Nelly Rodi, photo by Francis Amiand;
Brownstone: Maigold Detail by Sam Pickard.


 







Caution Tape A warm, sunny yellow that’s 
saturated but not sharp.


A striking contrast between weathered urban neutrals and saturated city brights find a


balancing point in a slightly aged green that has stood the test of time.


SimpliCity Color Palette


Traffic Cone This orange can be read as natural or
plastic, depending on the context.


Post No Bills True blues are filtering back into the
palette and PNB is a balanced example.


Weathered Brick A truly international red, looks
great in any finish.


Limestone A classic to build an entire room around. Brownstone A velvety, mid-tone brown, neither too
heavy nor too washed out.


Urban Garden The linchpin of this palette, 
a slightly-aged soft green.


Slate This multi-hued grey works wonderfully as a
matte, gloss, or metallic.


This material has been prepared by Grace McNamara Inc. It may be used for personal use ONLY. 
Any reproduction or use for other purposes must have written permission of Grace McNamara Inc.
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A decade and more into globalization, we are


beginning to recognize the many paradoxes of


our greatly increased knowledge, access, and


mobility. We now live both locally and globally,


expecting our local stores to be fully stocked,


but also want to know the origins and processes


of those products. We create tight-knit 


communities, unhindered by space, united


instead by common interests and activities. New


international references are supplanting or 


influencing American pop-culture—Japanese


manga and the harajuku scene, Bollywood, etc.


Meanwhile, all this multi-culturalism has 


re-awakened pride of place, as local and 


regional origins become increasingly important.


HyperRegionalism
Local boosters are making an
impact on design—There’s no place
quite as wonderful as my state, my
city, my neighborhood, my home,
my room. Original, ironic, and ersatz
local icons are resurrected and
reworked for new, or newly aware,
audiences who yearn for the
romance of near-by places. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Chic Kitsch, Personal Iconology,
Futurustic, Multiple Personalities,
and Connect.


The Global Market
Food as inspiration: How we find it,
store it, prepare it, and share it.
Over the past 20 years, our 
economic, political, social, and
moral relationship to food has 
shifted. Once ordinary commodities
have become gourmet; the origins
and treatment of food is part of
everyday conversation and the idea
of what constitutes a family-meal
has radically changed. We now
have molecular cooking, designer
food, locavores, slow food, and 
gastro-tourism. We are creating
new rituals and processes to reflect
these changes. 
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Connect, Namaste, Futursutic,
Personal Iconology, Über Premium,
Almost Heaven, and Chic Kitsch.


Empathic Explorers
Split between the me-oriented values
that drives a consumer society and
the we-oriented values that enhance
and improve our relationship with the
world, Empathic Explorers look to
combine entertainment and 
education in all their experiences.
Whether dining, traveling, going to a
museum, or decorating, they are
interested in learning as much about
the people, the culture, and the
processes involved. They derive as
much pleasure from the research and
the preparation as they do from the
actual experience.
Ongoing 2007 influences include:
Almost Heaven, Über-Premium,
Connect, Namaste, Futurustic,
Multiple Personalities, and Personal
Iconology.


Universal Neighborhood parses the international influences in contemporary society:


Above: photo by Susan Schultz
Cover photo: Dominic Crinson for Digitile.
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In our contemporary Universal Neighborhood, we all seek a balance between me-oriented values and we-oriented
values. Communities, familiar rituals and companionship help ground us in an increasingly boundary-less world.


interiorsdesignintelligence.com







Universal
Neighborhood
Elements


HyperRegionalism
Colloquial motifs • Rustic wood/twig/log looks • Stag motifs •
Witty, playful updated versions of local/regional icons


Empathic Explorers
References to the Age of Enlightenment • Collections based on
experiences and travels • Recreation of favored experiences, his-
torical styles • Shadow boxes/memory box presentations •
Digital photography, especially extreme detail shots


The Global Market
Subversive approach to serving pieces • Farmer’s Market approach
• Emphasis on fresh, natural, healthy • Organic and ecological con-
cerns are a priority • Sourcing and domain information • Food as
the new taboo • Foods as a substitute for other forms of sensuality
• Re-use/re-purposing of tableware


Photo credits. HyperRegionalism: Vlaemsch deer by Augustin Scott de Martinville; The
Global Market: photo by Susan Schultz; Empathic Explorers: photo by Susan Schultz.


interiorsdesignintelligence.com


Universal
Neighborhood
Materials


Empathic Explorers
Exotics, plate, and conversational prints • Document prints •
Toiles and figurative patterns • Maps • Souvenirs • Antique and
vintage letters, books, and ledgers


The Global Market
Innovative applications of porcelain and ceramics • Cutlery
motifs • Food motifs with a contemporary sensibility •
Green/eco/organic fabrics • Unusual fibers (ramie, pineapple,
abaca, etc) • Open weaves with textural embellishments •
Home-spun looks in cotton and linen • Vegetable dye/plant dye
effects • Ikats & resist patterns • Twill weaves especially denim.


HyperRegionalism
Handknits • Basketweaves • Plainweaves available in heavier
denier • Ethnic embroideries • Felt used in all manners: laser-
cut, laminated, appliquéd, boiled, embossed, stamped, etc. •
Napped and pile surfaces • Authentically traditional fabrics: tar-
tans, mudcloths, ikats, etc. 


Photo credits. HyperRegionalism: photo by Susan Schultz; The Global Market:
Malabar Moka collection; Empathic Explorers: American Wonderland from the Sliced
Bread collection.


 







A palette of whites and off-whites that serve as a neutral basis for a customized palette for


each project, each home, and each room. Add any of the colors from the Metallic palette for


instant glamour, use the urban neutrals from SimpliCity for understated elegance, and of


course, create your own, unique combinations.


Universal Neighborhood Color Palette


This material has been prepared by Grace McNamara Inc. It may be used for personal use ONLY. 
Any reproduction or use for other purposes must have written permission of Grace McNamara Inc.


Soft and luminous, the barely-there colors in this palette encourage color experimentation and exploration. Universal
Neighborhood whites and neutrals, clockwise from upper left: Lumi, Tsagaan, Aspros, Hedj, Laksha, Maputi, Bijel.







This metallic palette was created to enhance the


four main trend palettes. To add drama, impact,


glamour, and sparkle, use these sparingly in 


conjunction with SimpliCity and Universal


Neighborhood; use them judiciously when working


in Alchemy, and lavishly when exploring Edenism.


Metallic Color Palette


2008 Color & Design Trend


This material has been prepared by 
Grace McNamara Inc. It may be used for 
personal use ONLY. Any reproduction or
use for other purposes must have written
permission of Grace McNamara Inc.
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Copper Glance: Alchemy, Edenism, SimpliCity, and
Universal Neighborhood.


Lead Fume: Alchemy, Edenism, and SimpliCity.


Forge: Alchemy, SimpliCity, and 
Universal Neighborhood.


Spirit: Alchemy, Edenism, and Universal Neighborhood.


Viridious: Alchemy and Edenism.
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PHOTO TIPS 
Do Your Pictures Do Your Designs Justice?


By Jennifer Jacob


It's that time of year again ... when my inbox here at Window Fashions is flooded with hundreds of Design
Competition entries, each complete with photos of gorgeous window fashions that readers have artistically designed
for their clients. And while we would love to consider each of these photos for the competition, and also for
publication in Window Fashions, unfortunately aspects such as size and photo quality can prevent us from doing just
that. The good news is that by learning a few photography guidelines, you can be on your way to getting photos of
your designs published, while sprucing up your portfolio and website.


WHY HIGH-QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHY
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. Take a look at your portfolio and your website. Would you consider
your photos top-notch? Do they do your designs justice? While you can tell your clients about the ingenious designs
you've created, if your photos don't do them justice, you may just be out of luck. Quality photos could mean the
difference between making or breaking a sale—and, if you want to further promote your work, you'll need high-quality
photos in order to get published. So where do you go from here?


HIRE A PROFESSIONAL
If you're not comfortable taking photos, hire a professional photographer. While this may cost you more, you're pretty
much guaranteed to receive high-quality photos that you can use in your portfolio and on your website—or even get
published.


First, conduct an online query for commercial photographers. Once you narrow down your search by location, cost or
other criteria, research those photographers. Most photographers will have websites showcasing their work. If their
online portfolio looks sloppy, be cautious. Remember, businesses showcase their best work when advertising, and if
you're not impressed by their portfolio, they probably aren't the best fit.


However, explains Michael Slaughter, a professional photographer with 35 years experience: If the photographer's
portfolio impresses you—even if most of the photos are of something other than interior shots—it's safe to assume he
or she knows how to work with lighting. "If they can light well, they can probably do anything you want," says
Slaughter. Talk to the photographer about his or her background, the type of photographs you're looking for and the
fee. Let the photographer know exactly how you plan to use the images so he or she can charge accordingly, and be
sure to ask about the photographer's policy regarding usage and copyright.


Once you've hired a photographer, communication is key. "One of the biggest problems is lack of communication,"
says Slaughter. "If you don't tell the photographer the details, how can they do a good job?"


Talk to the photographer about what is important to you, and make it a point to be onsite during the photography
session to point out exactly what you're looking for. You know your craft better than anyone else, and only you have
inside information on what aspects of your window fashions you want to be photographed, whether it's taking a wide
shot of the entire room, or closing in on the details of the trim, or both.
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TAKE PHOTOS YOURSELF
The second option is to shoot the photos yourself. If you decide to go this route, here are some guidelines that will
ensure you produce higher-quality photos.


1. Invest in a digital camera that will at least shoot a 4 megapixel image. The amount of megapixels equals
the resolution of the images your camera will take, and will determine how large your photo can be published when
utilizing your camera's highest quality setting.


2. When taking digital photos of your designs, be sure your camera is set to the "highest quality setting."
This will ensure your camera is producing the highest-quality photo it can. (Keep in mind this also means you will not
be able to fit as many photos on your memory card as you could if your camera was set to lower photo quality
settings. So transfer those high-quality images to your computer frequently, or invest in a few memory cards.) Read
the camera's manual.


3. When submitting photos for publication, email the original version. The photo quality is highest when the
photo has remained untouched—meaning you have not cropped, color corrected or reduced the file size.


Keep in mind, the size of the photo that appears on your computer screen is not an accurate portrayal of how large
the photo can be printed. Most publications, like Window Fashions, publish photos at 300 dots per inch (DPI). While
lower resolution photos (72 DPI) are great for the web, they are much too small for publication. As a reference, in
order to print a full-page photo in WF, photos must be at least 9x12 inches at 300 dpi (2700 x 3450 pixels).


4. Lighting is critical. When photographing window fashions, as with anything else, lighting will determine your
photo quality. "When you're shooting photos in homes, sometimes you need to wait until a certain time of day,
depending on the direction in which the window is facing and the type of window fashion," says Slaughter. "If
something is special or unique about the window treatment, think about how the lighting will show that." Also, if you
don't have adequate interior lighting, you'll need the external lighting to produce a quality photo.


5. As the photographer, you're in control. Remove anything that's blocking your view. You're responsible for what
is visible in the shot, says Slaughter, so make your work look good. Remove furniture if it's blocking the view of your
window fashions, or reposition it to highlight the coordination between the window fashions and their surroundings.
Take photos from different angles, such as directly in front of the window treatments, off to the side slightly, or even
a shot from above if an open stairway is accessible. Take close-up photos to highlight the details in the window
fashions. And watch out for glare. While photos may look great when displayed on a 2-inch digital camera screen,
only when viewed close-up on a larger computer monitor can you determine if the photo is of high-quality.


6. Learning to take high-quality photos involves trial and error. You may not get it right the first time.
Slaughter recommends looking at other high-quality images of window fashions. What makes them great? How can
you use that knowledge in your own photography? Teach yourself. Remember, the photos you take of your designs
are reflections of your work as a window-fashions professional. If your photos aren't high-quality, your designs won't
appear high-quality. As Slaughter says, "Creativity takes work."


Jennifer Jacob is assistant editor of Window Fashions. Send your high-quality window fashions photos to Jennifer for
consideration in Window Fashions magazine or visit window-fashions.com to enroll in this year's Window Fashions '
Design Competition.


LEARN MORE
Michael Slaughter Photo
michaelslaughterphoto.com


Window Fashions ' Envision Design and Ingenuity Workroom Competition window-fashions.com


DPI VS. PPI 
When working with photos, you'll often hear the term "resolution." Resolution refers to the level of clarity, or detail, in
an image. The greater the resolution, the greater the amount of detail in the image and the larger the file size. In
discussing resolution, the terms DPI (dots per inch) and PPI (pixels per inch) are sometimes used interchangeably,
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but there is a difference.


DPI refers to how many dots per inch a printer is capable of printing. The industry standard is 300 DPI. You'll want
images that are capable of being produced at a minimum of 9x12 inches at 300 dpi (in other words, a full-page photo
in Window Fashions).


PPI refers to how many pixels per inch a digital image actually contains. If you are taking your own digital photos or
scanning prints, this is the number you'll need to be aware of. For instance, in order to publish a full-page vertical
photo in Window Fashions, the photo would need to be at least 2700 x 3450 pixels.


Printable Size (inches)=Minimum PPI Required to Produce 300 DPI Photo


4" x 6"= 1200px x 1800px


5" x 7" =1500px x 2100px


9" x 12"=2700px x 3450px
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Window Fashion Expert Deb Barrett to Speak at INTERIORS by Decorating Den Conference 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 


MEDIA CONTACT: Deb Barrett 630-557-2357        deb@debbarrett.com  


Kaneville, IL -Deb Barrett, industry expert and founder of Window Dressings will transport 
designers into the world of haute couture window fashions at the 2009 INTERIORS by 
Decorating Den Conference, Tuesday May 19, 2009.   Barrett will cover how designers can use 
her Couture Windows Tricks tip guide to turn their designs into couture treatments and capture 
the highly profitable design niche. Showcasing full size treatment samples, she will address 
some of the more challenging aspects of specifying window fashions and show the conference 
attendees one-of-a-kind techniques.  


The INTERIORS by Decorating Den Conference, “40 and Fabulous” will be held at the Town and 
Country Resort in San Diego, CA and will give Decorating Den designers and owners the 
opportunity to brush up on their skill, learn new techniques and reinvent themselves for 
today’s challenging economic climate. 


About Deb Barrett 
Energetic, prolific and insightful, Deb Barrett has a varied background and experience that is a 
rare mix in the design industry. Deb is an award winning designer, professional speaker, 
consultant trend strategist and author. Barrett founded Window Dressings in 1989 and 
publishes the Design Confidential and Design Business RX blogs. She combines her two 
passions- couture window fashions and trendspotting-in spreading the word about the power 
of design. For additional background information or schedule an interview visit 
http://www.debbarrett.com or call 630-557-2357. 
 
About INTERIORS by Decorating Den 
Celebrating its 40th anniversary in 2009, INTERIORS by Decorating Den offers complete shop-at-
home interior decorating services, provided by over 500 franchise owners and decorators in the 
United States and Canada.   Specializing in custom window treatments, wallcovering, 
floorcovering, furniture, lighting, and accessories, the company offers an initial complimentary 
consultation, and the capability of working on any size project, from a single window to an 
entire home.   
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       Testimonials 
 


 


Deb Barrett, Trend Strategist 
 
Read thru the report for first pass - WOW!  Lots of good info and I like 
how you've woven in the "so what" commentary to explain impact. It's going to take us a while 
to work thru and absorb all of this – you really did a nice job here.      
    Tom Rogers, Springs Window Fashions 
 
 
Deb Barrett, Speaker 
 
 Having enjoyed hearing Deb speak at a Budget Blinds convention more than a year ago, I 
expected I would find this webinar both informative and useful. I was not disappointed. I have 
put a strong recommendation for this webinar on the Budget Blinds email forum.  
     Trish Murray Budget Blinds of Lynwood Village 
 
 
Thank you, Deb. We received many nice comments about your presentation. We'll be in touch. I 


can really learn from you!   John A. Graber , President, Wisconsin Drapery Supply, inc. 


We certainly enjoyed having you as our guest in September!  Many of our 
members expressed their satisfaction. You certainly had drawing power, 
bringing guests and members out with rave reviews. Thank you again for a 
great day of seminars!  When you look good, so do we as a board before our 
members.      Grace Rumer 
 
 
Thank you so much for packing up all your things and traveling all the way down here to help us 


pull off this event.  It was the biggest, best, and most profitable thing that our chapter has ever 


done, and we are so glad that you made it possibleWe're still on cloud nine.  Everyone remarked 


about what a educational and fun show it was.  Rhonda Anstett, Triangle WCAA 







 “An incredible amount of information was shared in such a warm and inclusive way! I felt more 


like a part of a large family gathering.  Keeping it personal, yet professional and on track is a 


wonderful quality.” 


I am taking a moment to contact you to let you know that I was very impressed by the Webinar 
(Best Practices) that I attended last night.  The format and the information was great.  Deb had 
some very good information regarding ways to run your business professionally.    
Thank you for a very informative webinar and for the great answers to questions regarding the 
subject matter gone over.  I would recommend everyone taking this Best Practices webinar.   
 
 
 
Deb Barrett, Coach 


Hi Deb, 


Thanks so much for your time on the phone last evening.  I really can't begin to tell you how 


helpful your advice is.  Talk to you soon. 


Kathy Stickney 


 


“She is an amazing spokes-person, she does know the business and it's great to be taught by a 


professional, active, business woman.” 
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Window dressings for Avondale
Homes kitchen eating area. (photo by


Deb Barrett)


Trove, a New York design house
specializing in visually arresting
wallpapers, has moved into the


window category with these stunning
films featuring birds or butterflies in


flight.
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What the Pros Know
Solutions for Dilemma Windows


By Deb Barrett


Today’s challenging windows are not limited to what we commonly refer to
as specialty windows—arches, transoms, bays. With little dialogue between
window manufacturers, builders and window fashion professionals, we are
often faced with other window dilemmas like assorted windows/doors in one
room and oddly placed or sized windows. Here are some trade secrets from
the pros that deal with all these kinds of dilemmas.


1. Arched Windows 
Arched windows dominate housing architecture in several regions of the
country, creating challenges for designers.


Solution: Savvy designers will design treatments that flatter the architecture
and mimic the curve. Most top treatments for rectangular windows can be
adjusted to arches. Swags and balloons are good choices.


2.Odd-Size Windows
It’s all about proportion. All proportions are based on ratios called Fibonacci
Scale and are intimately connected to Golden Mean. The Fibonacci Scale is a
sequence of numbers in which any number is the sum of the two preceding
numbers (0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34). Rectangles with sides related to Fibonacci
Scale numbers—2 x 3;
3 x 5; 5 x 8—are called golden rectangles. 


Solutions: When designing window fashions, the trick is to camouflage badly proportioned windows by turning them
into golden rectangles. Here are some approaches to do that:
• Specify mounting heights and bracket-to-bracket measures that turn the window into a golden rectangle.
• Divide the window into thirds; locate a center of interest; create a silhouette that leads the eye around the window
by giving it a path.


3. Corner Windows
Corner windows are making a comeback. They offer great ventilation and light in today’s homes and big headaches
for pros.


Solution: Unify the two windows and create a point of emphasis. Use one top treatment or a center drapery panel to
hide the inevitable center gap between the window jams.


4. Odd-Shaped Windows
Octagon and round windows first appeared in the Georgian period in Europe,
evolving from the Roman keystone arch, and later moving across the ocean in
the Victorian era. Dormers are small windows in roof line alcoves, requiring
tight tolerance. All these windows call for simple, light treatments. Film is a
perfect solution.


5. Determining Width of Stacked Stationery Panels
Here are a couple of options the pros use to determine how wide stacked
stationary drapery panels should be: 
1. Specify stationary panels 1.5 times fuller than bracket to bracket. They will
look like they can close.
2. Specify stationary panels 1/3 wider than desired finished width. This adds
fullness to the width, not to each pleat. A panel you’d like at 20 inches
stacked would be fabricated at 33 inches finished width. The trick is to add
fullness discreetly.
Tip the visual weight scale to the top treatment. Drapery panels should never
be wider than your valance depth. Top treatments look best when the scale of
the valance is larger than the panels.


6. Portiers
Portiers can dramatically mark an entrance and correct proportions of the
door or entrance. They can make a large area smaller, or if hung above a
door in a room with a tall ceiling can disguise bad proportions.


7. Wide Windows   
What works on a 50" window doesn’t always translate on a wide window.
Again it is a question of proportion—balance width with height. 


Solutions: Valances and contrasting detail add interest. If the window is
wider than it is high, balance with long panels. Break up the width into
sections using swags, kingston, box pleats or bells, in odd numbers if at all possible. Fabric choice is essential. Large
patterns intensify in large spaces. Small scales repeated into infinity don’t work. Lace has too much detail. Solids need
texture. Prints can bleed—so line and interline.


8. French Doors or Atrium Doors
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Brise-Bries, a simple curtain usually in lace or
sheer, hangs on French doors three quarters
down from the top. These are an excellent


alternative to Romans or shades for privacy on
French or atrium doors. (photo courtesy of
Gibbs-Smith, from Charles Faudree’s French


Country Interiors)


For an alternative to Romans or shades on French doors, consider Brise-Bries, a simple curtain usually in lace or
sheer.


9. Fascia Board
Fascia board is a good solution for hiding white goods when a valance isn’t in the budget. Fascia board is a fabric-
covered board with a small face onto which white goods are mounted. It hides the rod when draperies are open.
French or Goblet pleats work best.


10. Side by Side Windows 
A variety of window types can be placed in a series side by side.
Suburban Georgian architecture emphasizes this look. Typical
windows are placed 10 to 12 inches apart, which can leave about 3
inches when dressed. That is not enough to rest the eye. 


Solution: Design these windows as one. There is too much
redundancy when treated individually. Unify with a decorative rod
and panels or a valance. Also, use wallpaper and matching fabric.
The window and wall blend together—an old technique that creates
the illusion the window and wall are one. V


Deb Barrett, trend specialist at Grace McNamara Inc., frequently
gives seminars about window dressing and trends. Reach her at
deb@gracemcnamarainc.com.


CLOSER LOOK


Charles Faudree
www.charlesfaudree.com 


Trove
www.troveline.com
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Seminars 


 
Perspectives: A Historical Survey of Window Treatments ASID #7609 
Every historical period has its distinct characteristics- its own style. Today’s window treatments 
are a result of a diverse mix of culture and time. Most styles are deeply rooted in the past.  This 
seminar will begin with a discussion of those historical periods and explore the elements that 
make it up. Gain an understanding of the time period while gaining insight on how it can 
translate into today’s window fashions. We will place an emphasis on window treatments as we 
discuss Neoclassical, Rococo to Arts and Crafts, Baroque to Retro and more. We will discuss 
color, fabrics, design details and the hallmarks of each period through PowerPoint and actual 
samples. You’ll go home with a sourcebook to show your style smarts. 
1.5 hours- .15 CEUs or 3.0 hours - .3 CEUs  
B I A levels 
Designed for designers and workrooms 
 
Master Class: Lessons from Design Greats ASID #7803 
There’s an old adage: “If you’re going to borrow, be sure to borrow from the best.” Discover the 
eccentricities and exuberance of Tony Duquette, the unstudied elegance of Sibyl Colefax, the 
surprising boldness of Dorothy Draper and many others. You’ll see some of their trademark 
design elements and learn how to incorporate these classic concepts into your designs. There is 
no better place to look for inspiration then to study the trade secrets of the greats like John 
Fowler, Sister Parish, Billy Baldwin, David Hicks, Elsie de Wolfe, Syrie Maugham and more. 


1.5 hours - .15 CEU’s 
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced 
All Design Professionals 
 
Trendspotting Your Competitive Advantage ASID #7585 
Trend watching is more than spotting the next new color, fabric, or hot designer: It's about 
observing change and understanding how to transform change into opportunity. In this fast-
paced, interactive session we’ll discuss trend theory and dynamics, and key consumer and 
design trends, showing the process of trend development, with real-life examples of their 
impact that you can immediately apply to your own business. 
 We'll examine best practices and transformative changes from other industries to see how they 
can be applied to your business. Recognizing and responding effectively to trends creates 
substantial ROI: it’s fun and it fits your natural abilities as a designer. 
Learning outcomes  
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   Identify and place trends into context creating a global point of view.  
Compose a trend framework of macro, consumer and Interior trends 
Create context for your trends through a matrix of trend relationships 
1.5 Hours- .15 CEU’s  
B, I,A for all design professionals 


 
Where are the REAL Housewives? (And What do They Really Want?) IIDA CEU 
Big houses, big personalities and a big taste for high-ticket items—You asked us how to get in 
touch with this kind of client and in this unique panel discussion, we’re bringing them to you! 
Hear what actual clients really have to say about what they want from interior designers, the 
role of window fashions in their decor, how they make decisions and much, much more. Gain 
exceptional insight into what this highly-sought-over clientele expects in their homes, who they 
turn to for advice, what products and services they consider valuable and other insider tips.  
1.5 hours .15 CEU’s  
B,I,A 
Cracking the Luxury Consumer Code IIDA CEU 
So who is the luxury consumer? We all strive to work with her, but can we really identify her? 
First we’ll redefine the new luxury and the importance of rarity and connoisseurship.  We’ll 
discuss luxury consumer demographics and behavior; what they strive for and what it means to 
your market. Then, we’ll explore positioning, sourcing and crafting your image as a stylemaker 
to the elusive high end customer.  Finally, we’ll finish with sampling, presentation and marketing 
tips to get that client’s attention. 
1.5 hours .15 CEU’s 
B,I,A 
 
World Tour: The Hottest Designs From the World's Top Markets IIDA CEU 
See the latest new product introductions, color and material trends from some of the world’s 
leading design shows through both photos and actual sampling. This whirlwind tour brings the 
latest design themes to you, outlining how certain products and style references develop from 
one show to the next. Get your hit of international inspiration with reviews of Cologne, Paris, 
Milan, Frankfurt and London, as well as some of the top US markets, all without having to walk 
endless miles of aisles.  
1.5 hours  .15 CEU’s 
B, I, A 
 
Textile Technology ASID #7607 
This comprehensive class will focus on today’s fabrics and how they are made from fiber to yarn 
to fabric. Join in an extensive discussion of weaves, printing processes, dyes and finishes. We 
will discuss in detail the various characteristics and properties that make fabrics appropriate for 
use in home interiors. Gain an understanding of challenges that face designers and workroom to 
with today’s fabrics. This hands-on seminar will send you home with a swatch reference manual.  
3.0 hours - .3 CEUs 
B I A levels 
Designed for designers and workrooms 
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It's a Material World  IIDA CEU 
Designers are always on the lookout for what’s new- we have a soft spot for innovation- but it 
can be hard to navigate thru the material maze. So we’ve taken a critical eye to the myriad of 
new developments coming to the marketplace that will shape the way we design in the coming 
years. Our curated survey supplies a wide angle view of the fascinating future and then zooms in 
to focus on distinctive materials and products that work for windows through actual samples 
and imagery.  Plus, you’ll get all the info to track down every item featured.  
 1.5 hours - .15CEU’s  
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced 
 
 
 
Do You Speak Windows?  ASID #7804 
Learn innovative ways to make a window statement with this designer’s guide to design 
dilemma windows. Brush up on your design skills as we discuss style prescriptions for all types of 
specialty windows such as dormers, arches, bays, atrium doors, window walls and more. Make 
specialty windows your specialty. Learn the tricks the pros know to turn a problem into an 
opportunity. Go home with designs and details to add to your portfolio.  
1.5 hours - .15 CEUs 
B I A levels 
Designed for all areas 
Learning outcomes-By the end of the seminar the attendee will be able to:  


 Discuss the different window types 


 Identify a problem, and offer creative window treatment solutions for each type 


 Apply the elements and principles of design to create window treatments that solve design 
dilemmas 


 Enrich her portfolio and gather options to present to clients 
 
Couture Treatment Tricks IIDA CEU 
Turn your custom window fashions into couture treatments. This seminar is a designer’s guide 
to design and construction techniques for window coverings. Learn about such dressmaker 
details as stitch in the ditch, hand picking, embroidery, string welt and more. See actual samples 
right off the runway that will take your work to the next level. Discuss how to specify these 
details to get that final fabulous look. Details DO make the difference! 
Format: Classroom 
Length:1.5 hours 
Course level: B, I A 
Learning outcomes: By the end of the seminar the attendee will be able to  


 Apply design strategies to create couture window treatments 


 Gain knowledge of constructions, structures, and fine points of couture techniques; where 
they are appropriate and their applications.  


 Learn advanced techniques of specifying window fashions including headings,  edges, hems, 
and details.  
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Runway to Window IIDA CEU 
Straight from the catwalks of Milan, Paris, London and New York, Deb & Susan transform the top 
trends of Spring Fashion 2009 into stunning window treatments. See a slide show of designer 
inspirations–Prada, Valentino, Galliano, Lagerfeld & more–and learn the processes Deb worked 
through before settling on their final design. A full size sample of each final design will be 
presented along with component parts and in depth discussion of the products, techniques and 
sources used. 
 
1.5 hours or 3.0 hours 
Beginner, intermediate, advanced 
 
 
Advanced Skills Workshop- Designing Windows  ASID #1935 
Length: 6 hours   9:30 – 12:30; Box lunch; 1:30- 4:30 hours can vary depending on vendor 
presentations  
Course level: Intermediate and Advanced 
Designed for:  Designer, Jill of all Trades 
 
Learning Outcomes  


 Employ fundamentals of specifying window fashions including calculating yardage, 
figuring fullness. 


 Apply the elements and principles of design to designing window fashions. 


 Differentiate between constructions, fibers, finishes of home furnishings fabrics. 


 Interpret the client’s functional, decorative and budgetary needs for window 
treatments. 


 Illustrate alternatives and options you can offer to your client. 


 Create design strategies to solve problem or challenging windows. 


  Describe the most common window fashion styles and their place in history. 


 Communicate with members of your team and your client through sketching, 
photography and visualization.  


 Recognize what the design future holds. 


 Prepare a design notebook.  


 Examine fee structures and pricing strategies for interior designers and choose one 
that’s best suited for you.  


 Identify color schemes and their relationship to window treatments 
Everything that you wanted to know about window treatments. Not quite! This popular seminar 
offers the design professional an extended venue for skills training. We will cover some of the 
more challenging aspects of designing window fashions, including calculating yardages, offset 
pairs and multiple draws, figuring comparable fullness, and specifying unique decorative 
headings. Initiate an in-depth discussion of design strategies for all types of windows, and 
brainstorm with other pros while you create a design notebook Hone your communication skills 
with tips on sketching and visualization. Explore new ways to present alternatives and options to 
your client that move both your business and your designs to the next level. All this, plus a sneak 
peek of what the design future holds. 
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Last but not Least the most popular …… 


Window Fashion Inspiration ASID #7608 


Looking for some window inspiration? Deb’s been working overtime to show the newest designs 
and ideas to inspire you. See a whole new round of window treatments inspired by what she 
saw at the European shows, along with a few surprises. We will showcase hundreds of designs 
and briefly discuss fabrication details and the finer points of each treatment. Your camera is a 
must to build a portfolio and to capture every idea.. This 1-1/2 hour class will pump you up with 
design inspiration for your clients. 


1.5 hours - .15 CEUs 
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There’s a New Face on the DESIGNFRONT 


Kaneville, IL  


We are delighted to announce the newest product in the Deb Barrett brand with the launch of 
DesignFront, an e-zine for industry insiders. DesignFront is the destination for window design 
professionals who want to be inspired, informed, involved and influential. “You asked for more… 
more design information, more trend information, more regional information, more professional 
development; we answered with DesignFront. It’s the only e-zine in our industry featuring the 
latest design and consumer trends along with the marketing and business insights to use these 
trends to build profitability, “says Deb Barrett.  


Watch your inbox for DesignFront. In its pages you’ll find inspiration and information like: 


Ahead of the Curve- International color, design and consumer trends placed into context 


To-Die-For Design -The latest fabrics, window treatments and accessories showcased 


Under the Radar-Hundreds of new design ideas, resources, products 


Shop Talk-Top designer tips to inspire creativity, team building, increasing your profits  
 


 “We want to cover topics that appeal to a broad audience of industry professionals,” says Barrett. 
“The newsletter will not only be a very visible showcase for products and people; but it will offer a 
platform to share insider insights. Every issue of the newsletter will provide valuable information, 
news, and current topics in the design topics.” 


According to Barrett the newsletter is also an invaluable tool for international design professionals 
as a way to gain better insight into the U.S. markets and stay abreast of industry trends. All 
industry professionals are invited to visit debbarrett.com to subscribe for DesignFront.  


About Deb Barrett 
Deb Barrett has been actively working in the design and window coverings industry since 1975. She has a 
varied background and experience that is a rare mix in the industry. Deb is an award winning designer, 
professional speaker, consultant trend strategist and author. As a designer, she has built a reputation for 
cutting edge couture treatments. Nationally known, she speaks and reports across the country on a variety 
of design and trend topics. An energetic and prolific professional, she is currently working on her new book, 
"It's All in the Details" and posting to her blog, Design Confidential.  
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